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Abstract

Supershots in TFTR often suffer a performance deterioration characterized

by a gradual decrease of the D-D fusion neutron yield and plasma stored energy af-

ter several hundred milliseconds of auxiliary heating. The correlation between this

performance deterioration and the development of low m (the poloidal mode num-

ber), n (the toroidal mode number) MHD modes is studied through shot-to-shot

comparisons and statistical data analyses. A good correlation is observed between

performance deterioration and the appearance of strong 3/2 and 4/3 macroscopic

modes (magnetic islands)in small major radius plasmas (R = 2.45 m). The

magnetic island structures are observed using Mirnov and ECE diagnostics. The

measured T_, Ti and n_ profiles show that development of the islands corresponds

to a nearly constant decrement of these quantities over the core region r < rs,

where rs is the mode rational surface, on a transport time scale (t > TE). The

observed energy deterioration scaling, 5W/W ,,_ w/a, where w is the magnetic

island width, agrees with both a local transport model and predictive numerical

simulations. For larger major radius plasmas (R = 2.52, 2.60 m), a continuous

increase of edge recycling rate during the neutral beam injection phase seems to

have a larger effect on the performance deterioration than does the MHD.

" _ Present address: Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, P. O. Box

451, Princeton, NJ 08543, USA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The supershot [1] in TFTR is a high performance operation regime for fu- b

sion plasma physics studies in tokamak devices. It is characterized by its high D-D

fusion neutron yield (Sn), high plasma stored energy (W), high ratio of TE/T L-re°de

(TE is the plasma energy confinement time, and rL-m°d_ is the Goldston L-mode

confinement time [2]), high ratio of T_/T_ (temperature ratio for ions and elec-

trons), and highly centrally peaked plasma profiles (density, ion temperature, D-D

fusion neutron yield, etc.). Unfortunately, like other recently observed high perfor-

mance modes (hot-ion H-mode and PEP H-mode in JET [3], VH-mode in DIII-D

[4], and high-/3p H-mode in JT-60U [5]), the TFTR supershot often suffers a per-

formance deterioration -- gradual decrease of the global plasma parameters, such

as the total D-D fusion neutron yield, plasma stored energy and the energy con-

finement time after several hundred milliseconds of high power auxiliary heating.

This kind of performance deterioration is observed even in plasmas which do not

suffer from other known drastic events such as Carbon blooms [6] and major or

minor disruptions.

The performance deterioration in TFTR is a complicated physics phenomenon.

Since it usually has a long time evolution phase (t > "rE), the plasma behaves as a

dissipative non-equilibrium dynamic system. Many internal and external physical

processes are involved. This paper will study one of the important mechanisms

--low (m,n) MHD (Magnetohydrodynamics) modes (where n and m denote the

toroidal and poloidal mode number). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the basic observation and the characteristics of the correlation between

the existence of the low (re,n) MHD modes (primarily the rn/n = 2/1, 3/2, 4/3

modes) and the performance deterioration. Both shot-to-shot comparisons and

statistical analyses of a large number of supershots from the TFTR 1992 run period

are presented. Section 3 summarizes the experimental observations of the magnetic

islalid-type structure corresponding to the low (m, n) MHD modes and shows how

the plasma parameters evolve when the MHD modes develop. A theoretical model

based on a local transport assumption is introduced in Section 4 to describe the

physics of the island-induced plasma transport effects. Its predictions are compared

with TFTR experiments. In Section 4 numerical calculations are used to simulate

the dynamical features of the island-induced performance deterioration.
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The appearance of the MHD modes is not the only mechanism that correlates

with the performance deterioration, as will be discussed in Section 2. For larger

. major radius plasmas the changes in the plasma recycling rate seem to play a

more important role. A brief discussion of the possible effects of changes in the

, edge recycling is given in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in

Section 6.

2. OBSERVATION OF THE LOW (m,n) MHD-CORRELATED PER-

FORMANCE DETERIORATION

A correlation between supershot performance deterioration and the exis-

tence of low (m, n) coherent MHD modes has been observed [7] for many years in

TFTR supershot plasmas. However, due to the lack of highly reproducible, high

performance supershots, the MHD effects on supershot performance were often

obscured by changes in other plasma parameters or physical processes, such as tile

large increase of the edge recycling rate often observed during the performance

deterioration phase. The situation has been improved in the 1992 TFTR run. In

addition to the improvement in many diagnostic systems, a great deal of effort has

been dedicated towards achievement of reproducible high performance supershots

[8]. Among those similar discharges, many kinds of low (re, n) coherent MHD

modes were observed. This allows us to undertake a close comparison between the

discharges with and without the MHD modes and to do a reliable statistical data

analysis [9], which is important since it may provide us with a useful perspective

for conducting future tokamak experiments.

2.1. Shot-to-shot comparison

A comparison of three sequential, neutral beam heated supershots is shown in

Fig. 1. They have nearly identical plasma size (major radius R = 2.45 m, minor

radius a = 0.80 m), beam power (24 MW), toroidal magnetic field (4.8 T), plasma

current (1.6 MA), wall conditioning (inferred from Carbon II and Do emission mea-

surements), and Ohmic target density. Despite these macroscopic similarities, the

. three discharges developed very different MHD activity. (The MHD activity stud-

ied in this paper is detected mainly by an array of 30 Mirnov coils [10] and a high

• resolution 20-channel grating polychromator ECE diagnostic system [11].) Note



that in Fig. 1 the two discharges which developed m/n = 3/2 or 4/3 modes suffered

a performance deterioration (i.e., the fractional decrease from the peak value to

the value near the end of NBI). The discharge which suffered no deterioration did

not have a continuous coherent MHD mode, except for a bursting, fishbone-type

(rn/n = 1/1) mode which started at about 3.35 sec (see Section 3.4 for a detailed

discussion). The development of the 3/2 mode correlates with a deterioration of

,-_ 30% in the neutron yield and -,_ 15% in stored energy. This is a larger deteri-

oration than in the case of the 4/3 mode which correlates with a ,-_ 25% drop in

neutron yield and a ,-_10% drop in stored energy. Corresponding changes are also

observed in other plasma parameters (Fig. 2), such as the central electron density

(he) obtained from the Multichannel Infrared interferometer (MIRI)[12], central

electron temperature (Te) from the Michelson interferometer system [13] and the

core ion temperature (Ti) from the Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy

(CHERS) [14]. It is important to emphasize the similarity of the three discharges

before the onset of MIID as well as the similarity of the wall conditioning during

the entire NBI phase as inferred from the CII and D_ emissivity measurements.

These similarities suggest that the performance deterioration observed in these

discharges is due mainly to the development of the coherent MHD modes within

the plasma and not from changes in edge recycling.

A close correlation in time between the appearance of the 3/2 or 4/3 modes

and the decay of the plasma parameters can also be seen from Fig. 1. The time

correlation can be seen more clearly in Fig. 3 where two different discharges which

display performance deterioration have dominant 3/2 MHD modes that developed

at different times. It is clear that the later onset of the mode corresponds to a later

start of the deterioration. A similar situation is seen for the 4/3 mode cases shown

in Fig. 4. A more severe deterioration correlated with a strong rn/n = 2/1 mode

has also been observed during the 1992 TFTR run with a larger plasma major

radius (I_ "_ 2.61 m). Similar phenomenon in the R = 2.45 m supershot plasmas

has also been observed in previous runs [7]. Figure 5 shows two otherwise similar

discharges, one with no significant MHD, the other with a strong 2/1 mode. In

this case drops of ,-_ 60% in the neutron yield and ,-_ 30% in total stored energy

are observed for the 2/1 mode discharge.

The appearance of coherent MHD modes in supershot plasmas appears to be



unpredictable, although many operational plasma parameters are known to cor'-

relate with MHD activity, including wall conditioning and edge safety factor qa.

. Thus, statistical data analysis is used to determine the probability of MHD modes

and their effects on plasma performance.

2.2. Statistical data analysis

More than 500 neutral beam heated supershot discharges from the TFTR 1992

run period. To restrict the analysis to high performance discharges, several con-

straints were applied:

(1) Beam power PB > 10 MW, constant during tile heating pulse.

(2) r_/rL-m°d_(Goldston) > 1.5.

(3) Beam duration 0.8-1.0 sec.

(4) No major or minor disruptions.

(5) No strong impurity influx.

In the following data analysis we divide the database into three groups according

to the plasma major radius.

2.2.1. R = 2.45 m supershots

Figures 6 and 7 show the neutron yield deterioration for a collection of 148

neutral beam heated supershots with plasma major radius R = 2.45 m, minor

radius a = 0.80 m (the plasma touches the inner bumper limiter). Using the

constraints listed above and restrictions on the plasma current Ip "_ 1.60 MA and

toroidal magnetic field Bt "_ 4.8 T (to emphasize the similarity of the discharges),

this subset database covers: beam power PB "_ 11 -25 MW and at the time of

peak neutron yield, S, ,,_ (1.3 -3.1) x 10TM s -_, r¢/r L-m°d_ _ 1.7- 2.7, rE "_

0.11 --0.19 sec, {/3_,)-,_0.70- 1.25, /3x(_= _3t(%)aBt/Ip) ,,_ 1.4- 2.1, qa __4.6- 5.1,

n_o -,_ (4.2-7.7)x 10_9m -a, n,o/{n,} ,-_ 1.7-2.9, T_0 ,-_7-10 keV, Tm "-_304-5 keV.

The performance deterioration in neutron yield is plotted in Fig. 6, where we

have defined

_ (1)
• & - &(tpk) "

Here, thin-o/1 is the time near the beam turn off and tpk is the time at peak neutron

• yield. In most cases studied, the NBI phase has a one-second duration, from 3.0
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to 4.0 sec. We take thin-oil to be ,-_ 50 ms before the end of the NBI phase to

avoid the small neutral beam power drop at the end of the NBI phase in some

discharges. So if the neutron yield keeps increasing during the entire NBI phase,

5S,_/S,_ will become positive. A similar expression is used for the stored energy

deterioration 6'W/W in the following analysis. In this case, tpk is the time at the

peak of the stored energy, which is usually £ 50 ms later than the peak neutron

yield time. The following statistics are observed:

(1) Performance deterioration statistics

Long duration, high performance was sustained for most of the supershotsi

Namely, 108 discharges (73%) have 5S,_/S, < 10%. Only about 40 discharges

(27%) have 5S,_/S,_ > 10%. Of these, 28 discharges (_ 20%) displayed significant

neutron yield deterioration with 5Sn/Sn > 15%. Figure 7 shows that the amount

of deterioration increases with neutral beam power. In the discharges with PB <

14 MW no deterioration was observed. The deterioration in stored energy (Fig. 8)

satisfies a relation 5W/W _ (1/2)6S,_/Sn, which agrees with the quadratic scaling

5'n cx W _ previously reported for TFTR supershots [15].

(2) MHD statistics

Of the 148 discharges, 16 discharges (,-_ 10%) developed a dominant rn/n = 3/2

mode, typically near 'she time of peak performance (in neutron yield and stored

energy), a dominant m/n = 4/3 mode developed in 28 discharges (_ 20%). a

distinct coherent m/n = 5/4 mode was detected in -,_ 11 discharges (_ 7%).

These coherent MHD modes usually do not co-exist. Once excited, they tend

to persist through the rest of the NBI phase. More than half of tile discharges

(_ 77 discharges) have fishbone-type (q = 1) bursting MHD modes. There are

16 discharges (,,_ 10%) which are "MttD quiet", which means no coherent MHD

modes were detected by either the Mirnov or ECE diagnostics. In many cases some

edge kink-like (rn/n = 5/1, 4/1 or 3/1) MHD activity was detected in coexistence

with the dominant MHD modes listed above. No rn/n = 2/1 modes were detected

in this Ip __ 1.6 MA subset database.

Although Fig. 7 seems to suggest a low probability of the 3/2 or 4/3 MHD

activity in low PB (< 16 MW) discharges, the lack of enough statistical data in

this region weakens this argument. The appearance of the coherent MHD modes

does not seem to be closely dependent on the global fl value (or nearness to the



Troyon limit [16]). As can be seen from Fig. 9, a lot of coherent MttD activit:_

has already been observed in the lower (comparing with the Troyon limit) fin

. discharges. For example, among the 30 discharges that have fin = 1.5- 1.6

or flN/fl ['°y°n ,',, 70%, 10 discharges (30%) developed 3/2 or 4/3 modes. This

, statistics is about the same for the higher fin case, e.g. , in the group of another 30
. IFqTroyon

discharges with fin = 1.9 -- 2.0 or flN/_'¢ _-,90%, 10 of them (30%) developed

3/2 or 4/8 modes.

(3) Correlation between MHD and performance deterioration

Among the 40 discharges that have 5S,_/S_ > 10%, we find that 34 discharges

have either 3/2 or 4/3 modes. All but one of the 28 discharges with 5S,_/S_ > 15%

have a rotating 3/2 or 4/3 MHD mode. The drop in neutron yield associated with ,_

a 3/2 (4/3) mode can be up to ,-, 30% (,-, 25%) (see Fig. 8), and the corresponding

TE drop (between the time of the peak neutron yield and the end of NBI phase) is

,,_ 25% (20%), where the measurement is taken between the time of peak neutron

yield and the end of NBI. Note from Fig. 1 that since the stored energy keeps

decreasing in the large deterioration discharges after the onset of the 3/2 or 4/3

MHD modes, we have 6TE/TE 5¢61/V/I/V [where TE _" W/(Pin -- dW/dt), Pin is the

total input power].

Like the MHD-quiet discharges (except the one exceptional discharge 68244),

most of the discharges with fishbone-type modes or the 5/4 mode do not exhibit

significant performance deterioration (i.e., _S,_/S,_ _ 10%).

The above statistics suggest that there is a strong correlation between the

existence of the 3/2 and 4/3 MHD modes and performance deterioration. Fig. 10

illustrates the correlation between the onset time of the 3/2 and 4/3 modes and

the peak neutron yield time. We find that, within the statistical error bars, the

peak in S,_never precedes the MILD. This is consistent with the conjecture that the

MHD causes the performance deterioration, ttowever, the presence of coherent low

(m, n) MHD modes is not a necessary condition for the deterioration. Infrequently,

performance roll-over is observed in the absence of a strong MHD event. One

example is the exceptional discharge (68244) with high neutron yield shown in

Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 11, the neutron yield starts to decrease in this discharge0

at ,-_0.5 sec after the NBI. There is no detectable rotating, coherent MHD activity

around that time. A _,, 16% deterioration is already observed in the neutron yield



before the time of an internal crash at --_ 3.70 sec. The reason for this early

deterioration is not clear. It may correlate with tile small increase in the CIt

emissivity and/or the broadening of the electron density profile. Nevertheless, this

kind of event occurs much less often than the MHD events in this R = 2.45 m

subset of the SUl_ershot database.

The development of low (m, n) MttD modes also correlates with a significant en-

hancement in the fusion product losses (3 MeV proton and 1 MeV Triton) which are

measured by a scintillator detector located at the bottom of the vacuum chamber

[17]. Figure 12 shows a subset of data from Fig. 6 with PB _ 24 MW. The enhance-

ment factor above MilD-quiescent discharges is about 10-20% for the fishbone-type

modes (see a typical discharge in Fig. 22), a factor of about 2 for the m/n=4/3

modes, and a factor of about 3 for the m/n=3/2 modes [17]. The MilD-quiescent

level of about 10 units on this scale in Fig. 12 is composed of first-orbit and "de-

layed loss" [17]. A fast saturation of the neutron-normalized, MilD-induced loss is

observed as the log(/)0_._) increases, where the Bom,,, is the edge magnetic fluctua-

tion of the dominant coherent MttD modes measured by Mirnov coils. This scaling

is true for both this set of discharges at 0.7 sec after NBI [Fig. 12(a)] and for the

time-dependence of the loss versus the/'?0 for a single discharge, Fig. 12(b). This

seems to imply that the fusion product population susceptible to MilD-induced

loss is depleted at MIID levels well below the largest found in the experiment.

The loss of beam ions (Eb _ 100keV), on the other hand, is not well diagnosed in

TFTR supershot operation regime. It is not clear how many beam ions were lost

during the MilD-correlated performance deterioration.

2.2.2. R __2.52 m supershots

The supershot database with major radius R "_ 2.52 m is relatively small (-,_

56 discharges) in the TFTR 1992 run, under the constraints given in Section 2.2.

The performance deterioration is plotted in Fig. 13. The parameter ranges are:

R = 2.50 - 2.55 m, Ip = 1.6 - 2.5 MA Ps = 18 - 28 MW, B_ __4.6, 5.1 T, and at

the time of peak neutron yield: Sn -_ (1.4-3.4) xl016 s-_, rE/r c-m°d_ ,,_ 1.5-2.6,

(tip) ,,_ 0.5 - 1.1, q_ __ 3.5 - 5.6, n_o _, (5 - 8) × 10'9 m -3, n_o/{n_) ,-_ 1.7 - 2.9,

T_o ,,o8 - 11 keV.

As can be seen from Fig. 13, stronger performance deterioration was seen in



these discharges than was seen in the /_ = 2.45 m plasmas. Out of the 56 dis2

charges, 40 discharges (_ 70%) have neutron yield deterioration 5S,_/S,_ > 15%,

. and 30 discharges (_>50%) displayed 5S,,/Sn > 20%.

MHD analysis shows that most of the discharges do not have strong m > 2

• modes. Instead, the m/n = 1/1 type mode and/or fishbone-type bursting mode is

the dominant MHD activity in most, of the discharges at around the peak neutron

time. The correlation between the appearance of the 3/2 or 4/3 MHD modes and

the neutron deterioration can still be seen. But this correlation is much weaker

statistically compared to the R = 2.45 m cases. Namely, at R "_ 2.52 m there are

more discharges that do not have strong 3/2 or 4/3 modes but displayed significant

performance deterioration. A large deterioration is observed even in the "MHD

quiet," discharges in which no coherent mode or structures are detected with the

Mirnov or ECE diagnostic systems. This implies that there are other physical

mechanisms correlated with the performance roll-over in the larger size plasmas.

This phenomenon is also seen clearly in the following R ~ 2.60 m supershot anal-

3'sis.

2.2.3. t2 _ 2.60 m supershots

There are .-_ 104 discharges in the 1992 TFTR supershot database with R -_

2.60 under the constraints given in Section 2.2. The neutron yield deterioration

analysis is shown in Fig. 14. This set of data covers: I_, = 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 MA Bt -_

4.5,4.8 T, PB = 12--28 MW, and at the time of peak neutron yield: S,, ,._

, _ I L-mode(0.5-3.4) x1016s-_ rE = 0.13-0.19sec, ,_/r_ ~ 1.6-2.9, (,_p)~0.65-1.30,

qo-_5.0-8.0, n_o~ (3.0-6.5)x10 _9rn-3, neo/(n_)~ 1.5-2.8, Teo~ 6.0-10.5 keV.

Similar to the R = 2.52 m case, the probability of large deterioration is much

higher than in the R = 2.45 m case. Namely, among the 104 supershots, 87

discharges (,-_ 84%) displayed 5S,_/S,_ > 15%, and about half of the discharges had

_&/S_ > 25%.

A group of strong m/n = 2/1 mode discharges were identified in this data set.

They correspond to a large neutron yield deterioration up to _ 60%. Also

. many dominant 3/2 and 4/3 modes are seen in the large deterioration discharges.

However, as in the R = 2.52 m case, there are many discharges that have signifi-

cant deterioration but do not have correlated strong MHD modes. Most of these



supershots have "weak MILD" which includes m/n = 1/1 mode, a fishbone-type

bursting mode and other weak MHD modes which are not detected in the Mirnov

data but may be seen in the ECE data. Disregarding the uncertainty in the mode

analysis for these discharges, the statistics show that among the 87 discharges that

developed more than 18% deterioration in neutron yield, only about 38 discharges

(< 50%) have strong coherent m _>2 modes and more than half of the 87 dis-

charges have no discernible MtID. The search for the mechanism responsible for

the performance deterioration in larger major radius plasmas is continuing. A

discussion of possible effects of edge recycling is given in Section 5.

3. OBSERVATION OF MAGNETIC ISLANDS AND THEIR EFFECTS

ON PLASMA PROFILES

Magnetic island-type structures have been observed in the T_(R) profiles in

supershots with large m/n = 2/1, 3/2 or 4/3 modes using the 20 channel fast ECE

polychromator diagnostic system. In this section we describe the typical features

of these tearing-type modes and their effect on the plasma profiles. Also discussed

in this section is the effect of the m/n = 5/4 mode and the most commonly ob-

served fishbone-type mode on electron temperature evolution.

3.1. m/n = 2/1 island

Large island structures are observed around the q = 2 rational surface in the

rn/n = 2/1 mode discharges identified in Fig. 14. Figure 15 shows the electron

temperature profiles at two different times _ before the MIlD and after the MHD.

A _ 20 cm (w/a _ 0.20, with a __96 cm) magnetic island can be easily identified

from the two T_(R) profiles plotted across the O point and X point of the island.

It is interesting to note a "bump" structure within the island on the inner side

of the T_ profile. This structure is consistent with the T_(R) measurement from

a high resolution Thomson Scattering system [18], in which bumps on both side

islands are observed. (The ECE channel located around the center of the outer

side island was not functioning.) A 2-D T_ contour plot constructed using the ECE

data is presented in Fig, 16.
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3.2. m/r_ = 3/2 and 4/3 islands

When a strong m/7_. = 3/2 or 4/3 mode develops, corresponding magnetic

• island-type structures are detected in .7;(R) ft,om the fast ECE diagnostic. Fig-

ure 17 shows the measured _/;(i{) profile evolution following the development of

. a strong m/)7. = 3/2 mode. (This is the same 3/2 mode discharge as shown in

Fig. 1.) The 3/2 mode starts after ,,, 3.3 sec when the plasma performance is still

iInproving. At ,-, 3.4 see the plasma reaches its maximum performance although

the energy confinement time has already started to decrease at this time, as shown

in Fig. 1. Near the end of the beam phase, a clear 3/2 island structure can be seen

in the T_ profile [Fig. 17(a)] with a width w _ 8 cm, or w/a >_0.10. The radial

variation of the temperature fluctuations is shown in l'_ig. 17(b). It is interesting

to note that even during the early starting up phase of the mode (at ,-.,:_.4sec) the

temperature fluctuation around the mode-rational-surface has already increased to

its saturation level. An edge mode with m/'l_. = a/1 is also seen in this discharge

[Fig. 17(c)]. Since this mode also occurs in the discharges with the fishbone-type

MIID, for which no severe performance deterioration is observed, this mode is not

believed to have a direct effect on the plasma profile evolution. In many other 3/2

mode discharges (for example, the discharges shown in Fig. 3) this mode does not

occur. Figure 18 shows the time evolution of the electron temperature at different

pla.sma radii. The propagation of the island transport effect to the plasma center

seems t.o take less than 50 msec. Then, following the slow increase of the mode

amplitude, the 7;. profile inside the mode rational surface continuously decreases

until the mode saturates after ,-_300 reset.

A similar '/;, profile evolution is observed in the discharges with a dominant

4/a mode. Fig. 19 shows the ECE and Mirnov data. After some fishbone-type

MIID bursts, the 4/3 mode starts to grow at ,-_3.5 see. When the mode is fully

developed, a drop of T_ inside the mode rational surface results. Outside the mode

rational surface 7; remains relatively unchanged. The calculated effective island

size (see Section ,1) in this case is small, _-,5 - 8 cm, which is close to the 6 cm

spatial resolution of the diagnostics.

Due to the limited temporal and spatial resolution, the island structures ("flat
)

spots") in 7z_and Ti are less clearly resolved. However, the effect of the island on

tlle evolution of the plasma profiles (Tz_,T_, Ti and even the lleutron emissivity
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profile S,_) can be observed. This argument is well supported from the; statistical

data analysis. Shown in Figs. 20(a)-(c) are the relative changes (between the peak

neutron yield time and near the end of neutral beam) of plasma parameters near

the core versus the relative changes outside the mode rational surface. The data is

from the R = 2.45 m subset database with Ps > 20 MW. It is clearly seen that the

coherent MHD mainly affects the plasma profiles inside the mode rational surface.

3.3. m/n = 5/4 mode

A dominant m/n = 5/4 coherent MHD mode has also been observed in TFTP£

supershots. Due tc the higher n and m numbers, this mode has a higher frequency

(_ 50 kHz) and lower/)0 than the 3/2 or 4/3 modes. Shown in Figs. 21(a)-(c) are

the T,(R), 5T,/T, and /)0 spectrum. This mode does not seem to affect plasma

performance, possibly due to its spatial localization around the mode rational

surface and small island width (the calculated effective island width w,///a < 0.02,

see Fig. 26b).

The observation of various coherent MIlD modes in similar discharges described

above indicates that the thresholds for exciting these modes must be very simi-

lar. Understanding the mechanism that causes the discrete coherent modes is a

great challenge to plasma theory. Resistive MHD simulations indicate that a su-

pershot plasma should be more unstable to the ren=21 mode than the other

higher (m, n) modes [19]. When finitc _ stabilizing effects are included, the theory

indicates that the plasma may become stable to all the tearing modes [20]. The

neoclassical MHD theory [21] may be able to explain why the modes are unsta-

ble and their linear growth in time, however the theory predicts not just one but

many (m,n) modes present simultaneously. Most other existing theories (e.g., low

n kink-ballooning mode [22]) also seem to have difficulty explaining the MHD ac-

tivity observed in TFTR supershot plasmas. Detailed comparisons of theory and

experiment will appear elsewhere.

3.4. Fishbone-type mode

Similar to the JET ELM-free H-mode plasmas [23], the bursting fishbone-type

MHD is the most commonly observed magnetic fluctuation in TFTR high power

(tangential NBI) supershot plasmas. Due to many differences between the TFTR
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supershot and PDX plasmas on which the fishbone mode was first reported [24], it

is not completely clear whether the observed bursting 1/1 MHD mode is the same

as the P DX fishbone mode although they have many similarities. Figure 22 shows

' the electron temperature evolution in the fishbone-type mode phase. It is seen

that although the onset of the fishbone bursting mode does not cause a decay of

' the plasma temperature, it clearly terminates the ramping-up phase of the central

Te and seems to correlate with the saturation of the performance or transition

to steady-state. Besides a corresponding 10- 20% enhancement, in the fusion

product loss [Fig. 22(c)], a fishbone burst can cause a ,,_2- 5% drop in the central

Te [Fig. 22(a)] and a very small (_<0.2%) drop in neutron yield. The time evolution

of the central electron density does not seem to be affected by the fishbone-type

mode as shown in Fig. 22(d). (The time resolution for the n_ measurement is

,-_ 10 msec.) In the bursting phase, an m/n = 1/1 type oscillation can be seen

in the central T_ profile in Fig. 23(a) and (b). A comparison of the electron

temperature fluctuations in the bursting and non-bursting phases measured with

the ECE diagnostic system is shown in Fig. 23(c). It is interesting to note that the

enhancement of the fluctuations during the bursting phase extends over a large

region, even out to the q = 2 surface. This may be due to the high _q induced

toroidal coupling of the 1/1 mode with higher m modes.

In the high power NBI-heated supershot plasmas a few discrete sawtooth

crashes are often seen during the beam injection phase, especially when the lim-

iter conditions are not optimum. These sawtooth crashes often happened in the

fishbone bursting phase. It is found that these fishbone-induced sawtooth crashes

do not significantly alter the plasma performance. This is due primarily to the

short period of the sawtooth crash, small plasma volume involved and the already

flattened central temperature profile (due to the fishbone oscillations). Like the

m >_2 tearing-type modes, the stability issue for these fishbone-type modes in the

supershot plasmas is still an active research topic [23, 25].

4. MODELING THE TRANSPORT EFFECTS DUE TO MAGNETIC

ISLANDS

' The observed deterioration of the central plasma profiles after the onset of the

magnetic island cannot be simply explained using the usual perturbation theory
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of resistive MHD. The perturbed magnetic energy available for the growth of the

tearing mode from the theory is [26]

5W 2 3"2=-(_r/m )r.¢sAs, (2)

where the subscript s denotes the value taken at the mode rational surface, and

is the perturbed helical magnetic flux function. Here, A _is the well-known tearing

mode stability parameter [27]. Assuming that the coherent mode we observed is a

current-driven tearing mode (i.e., A_s > 0) and Eq. (2) can still be used in the island

saturation phase, one can estimate the scaling between the magnetic energy re-

leased from the plasma and the island width, by using the formula w = 44_b/#ojz ,

where jz is the toroidal current density. That is, the variation of the plasma stored

energy implied by Eq. (2) will be proportional to 5W/H / o¢ (w/a) 4. This scaling

does not seem to agree with what we have observed experimentally as we will see

in the following analysis [Fig. 26(b)]. This is because the perturbation theory does

not allow for changes of the plasma profile away from the island, as illustrated in

Fig. 24. The real situation is, however, a nearly uniform drop of the profile inside

the r < r_ region. To explain the experiments, transport during and after the

development of the magnetic island mu_t be considered.

4.1. Analytical model

An analytical model for the energy confinement deterioration induced by a

single magnetic island has been developed by Chang and Callen [28] using a one

fluid local transport equation to estimate the island-induced global energy deteri-

oration. A simple derivation given in Appendix A shows that when a bad energy

confinement region is introduced in the island region [X,/f --_ oo for (r_ -w/2) <

r < (r_ + w/2)], the plasma temperature profile inside the r < (r_ - w/2) region

will exhibit _ nearly uniform drop:

5T __ T°(r)-T(r) (3)

_
- - \ dr ]aw + O(w2/a2)' (4)

where T°(r) (T(r)) denotes the temperature before (after) the onset of the island.

Assuming the plasma density and heating profiles do not change, one can calculate
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the energy deterioration by integrating the product of n(r)T(r) over the plasma.

volume. The result is
8W w

, _ -- + O(w2/a 2) (5)
W = f(r,) a

• f(rs) = 20 (1-_'_a2 ] [1-(1-_a la2] r-ZSa' (6)

where pe&ed model profiles have been used [i.c., n(r) = n(0)(1-r2/a2) 2, T°(r) =

T°(0)(1 -r2/a2)2]. The coefficient f(rs) is plotted in Fig. 25. Equation (5) is an

improved formula with respect to the ones obtained in Ref. [28], which were used

in the study of the MtID induced confinement deterioration in JET [29]. For most

of the supershot plasmas analyzed in Section 2, the mode rational surface for the

3/2 or 4/3 mode is around rs/a _- 0.4. Therefore, we have f(rs) ,-, 1. This model

predicts that the energy deterioration is nearly equal to the ratio of w/a. It is worth

pointing out tha.t although the assumption of large local transport in an annular

ring a.round the mode rational surface is not consistent with the observed clear

island structure discussed in Section 3, it can be shown [28] that this assumption

is effectively equivalent to a magnetic island model.

To compare the model with TFTR experiments, we use the following method to

estimate the island width. The perturbed magnetic field /_ at the mode rational

surface is calcula.ted by solving a linear, cylindrica.1, ideal, low fl tearing mode

equation using the q profile taken from a transport code (SNAP) [30] and scaled

to the edge/)o measured with Mirnov coils. The equ_ttion

w_]: = g mBoq' ' (7)

is used to calculate an effective island width w_li. Due to uncertainties on the

calculated [3,(r,), q(r) and so_ne possible stochastic region around the islands, a

constant g is introduced. It is determined by matching the measured island width,

when the island is large and can be identified, to the calculated one. [,'or exam-

ple, in Fig. 17(a), a ,,_ 8-10 cm flat spot is seen on the T_ profile acrossing the

island center. The well used in this case is ,,- 9 cm. The comparison between

• the theoretical model and experimental measurements is shown in Fig. 26(a). To

extend the parameter regime, the 2/1 mode data froln the R = 2.60 m plasmas are

• also included. As we can see, the model predictions agree with the measurements
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reasonably well. I11 other words, the energy deterioration due to the development

of magnetic islands is roughly proportional to the island width of the dominant

mode [Fig. 26(b)]. From this model we see that the reason for the weak effect

of the m/n = 5/4 modes and some of the 4/3 and 3/2 modes is mainly because

their island sizes are so small. This agreement between the analytical model and

experimental results seems to indicate that the introduction of a bad confinement

region around the magnetic island is the dominant transport process involved in

the MHD correlated performance deterioration.

4.2. Numerical simulation

A 3/2 or 4/3 MHD mode in TFTR supershots takes typically ,-_250 -450 ms

to saturate (see Figs. 1-3), which is longer than the plasma energy confinement

time (rE _ 180 ms). Therefore, the process of island evolution and its effect

on the global plasma parameters cannot be studied without consideration of the

transport processes. To study the dynamical features of the island-induced per-

formance deterioration and to compare them with experimental measurements,

numerical simulations have been employed. Two transport models have been used

in the following analysis. One is a four-parameter model which consists of four

coupled transport equations for the fast ions density (nf), electron density (n,),

electron temperature (T_) and thermal ion temperature (Ti). This is a fully pre-

dictive model. The other numerical model used is the TRANSP code [31].

4.2.1. Four-parameter numerical modeling

In the high power NBI heated supershot plasmas the basic dynamics of the

plasma performance are determined by the balance between the beam heating

and fueling, and plasma transport (particles and energy). The plasma consists

of three main species: electrons, thermal ions and fast beam ions. The following

four coupled transport equations are adopted to simulate the evolution of the NBI

heated plasmas:

O?ZI 1 0._0_- 07_ f n f

Ot = iz! + -r_rDl Or r] ' (8)

0--[- + ,' D _-_r , (9)
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30T,. 1 0 OT_
[noc-b-Y =Eb,_jC,+ 7_,.,_._ 0--7- Q_'' (10)
3 0_} I 0 0_}

• -ni--_2 = Ebi_lGi . .....r Or rn'X' 07' + Qei, (11)

where 7_.r is the total beam fueling rate (from charge exchange and ionization),

' 7_)°'_iz_ti°'_ is the beam fueling rate from ionization only, and D](r,t), De(r,t),

Xe(r,t) and xi(r,t) are transport coefficients (they are defined by the equations

and are assumed to not be functions of other plasma parameters). The fast ion

slowing down time r I is a complicated function of T_, 7}, ni and Eb, where Eb is the

beam injection energy. An approximate formula used in the simulation is derived

in Appendix B. In Eqs. (10) and (11), G_ and Ge are the beam heating fractions

defined by

2 f_ vdvva_a_= 4 , v_+v_' (12)

( aT,)Ge = 1 2Eb - Gi, (13)

= _/ ;1 = 12E_/mb and E_ ,,o 19T_(keV). The electron-ionwhere vb 2Eb/mb, v_

energy exchange through collisions is expressed in Qei, which is evaluated using

[32]:
37"/"/erie

Qei = 2mp"-"-_(T_- Ti). (14)

The main assumptions made in the simulation for simplification are: 1) Profiles

_ionization)of the beam fueling sources (7_f, i are given and do not. change in time.

This assumption can be reasonably justified by TRANSP calculations. The profiles

of the beam fueling rates at different times during the NBI phase calculated by

the TRANSP code for discharge 66869 are shown in Fig. 27. This is the discharge

which has a 3/2 mode described in Fig. 1. The calculation shows that within the

analysis uncertainty the beam fueling rates do not change during the NBI phase.

2) The impurity density is neglected. Therefore tlle thermal ion density can be

determined from quasineutrality:

ni _-- ne -- hi. (15)

3) The transport coefficient profiles are modeled to obtain a supershot-like plasma

and assumed not changing with time. 4) When the "island" is turned on, a locally
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enhanced transport region is introduced instantaneously around the mode rational

surface.

The global neutron emission rate is calculated assuming

S,_ = _,k f dVnjnk(o'v)jk

= s_-b+ S_-t + S_-_, (16)

where Sbn-_ = (1/2) f dVn}(av}bb is the beam-beam neutron yield,_nq_-t = f dVnfni(_rv)b t

is the beam-target neutron yield, and S_-* = (1/2)f dVn_(crv}t_t is the target:

target or thermonuclear neutron yield. We use the empirical formula from the

NRL formulary [32]to calculate the thermal reaction rate and use an empirical

table [33] to estimate the beam-target part. Tile beam-beam neutron yield is then

determined by specifying the ratio (sb,-blma,)/(,_q,b_-*],,,_,).The total stored energy

is given by the sum of the three plasma components:

I'll,o,- I4Q+ W_+ lYb, (17)

where I,Vj = (3/2) f dVnjTj, j = e, i, b.
p,

Typical simulation results are shown in t lgs. 28-30. The main parameters used

in the simulation are: Eb = 60 keV (assuming that all the injected beam ions have

the same energy), r_/a = 0.42, w/a = 0.18. S_-b ma_= 0.7S_-t[m_. A factor of 4

enhancement in the island region is used for the transport coefficients X_, Xi and

D_. [Small and constant Df (Df/D_(O) < 1/2) has been assumed.] The energy

confinement time rE [-- W/(PB- dW/dt), Ps = 30 MW used] turns over first

,at ,,_ 100 ms after the start of "NBI", which simply reflects the change of the

energy growth rate (dW/dt). In the simulation without the island, the plasma

performance (Fig. 29) saturates at ,-_ 0.4 sec. Then, a small roll-over (_< 10%)

is seen on the neutron yield and stored energy (_<5%). The neutron yield rolls

earlier than the stored energy (which agrees with supershot observations). The

reason for this "natural" roll-over is that, due to the high central beam fueling

rate and small particle transport (D_(O) _ 0.2,y_(0) has been used to obtain a

supershot-like density evolution), the plasma density quickly increases after the

start of NBI. This leads to a decrease of the fast ion slowing down time in the

center. Then, the central fast ion density starts to decrease at ,-_ 200 -300 ms
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after the start of NBI, which results in a drop in the beam-beam neutron yield

[Fig. 29(a)].

. When the island model is introduced, a ,,_20% deterioration in total neutron

yield and a ,-, 12% deterioration in stored energy are obtained. The evolution of

. the Iflasma profiles after the development of the island is shown in Fig. 30. It is

seen that the time for the island transport effect to "propagate" to the center is

about 10 - 20 ms, while the full "diffusive" transport decrease in central parame-

ters takes about few hundred miliseconds. Despite the simplification made in tim

model on the instantaneous onset of the island, the time scales we obtained l]ere

are roughly consistent with experimental observations, see Fig. 18. The calculated

drop of 7} and T_ across the r < (r_- w/2) region is not quite uniform due to

the involvement of the particle transport (as can be expected, see the discussion

in Appendix A). This detail does not seem to agree well with the experimental

observations (see Figs. 17 and 19). Nevertheless, the simulation shows that de-

spite the many simplifications made in the model, the basic dynamical features

are consistent with experimental results.

4.2.2. TRANSP modeling

A numerical simulation of the island effect using a more sophisticated transport

analysis code TRANSP [31] has also been explored. Similar to the previous anal-

),sis, we assume that the existence of the island is equivalent to a bad confinement

region around the mode rational surface. In the simulation, 7'_and T,. are calculated

by specifying the effective X'_(r,t) and Xi(r,t) [using the X_(r,t) from a TRANSP

run for a non-deteriorated discharge (66868) and assuming Xi(r, t) = 2X'_(r,t)]. At

present, the TRANSP code does not have the option for calculating the n, from a

given D_ profile. Therefore, the measured density (without deterioration) is used

in the simulation. The island width used is w/a "" 0.15 at r,/a '-" 0.4. The dif-

fusion coefficient enhancement factor in the island region is ,_ 20. Fig. 31 shows

the neutron yield evolution from two simulations --- with and without an island

present. The island model is turned on for 300 msec (from 3.55 sec to 3.85 sec). A

25% deterioration on the total neutron yield is seen during this period. This de-

terioration is mainly in the beam-target and thermal components. (No anomalous

fast ion transport was assumed in the model.) The time evolution of T_ and Ti
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profiles after the onset of the island is shown in Fig. 32. Tile calculated T, profile

evolution after the onset of the island is very similar to the measurement shown in

Fig. 17. The larger drop in the central Ti than the T, is expected from the theory

[Eq. (4)], since the ion temperature gradient around the mode rational surface is

higher. Note that clue to X_ll(r,t) > X_ll(r,t) and ]VTi[ > IVT,I in the supershot

core region, the propagation of the island effect to the plasma center is faster for

the it} (< 20 msec) than for the T, (_< 50 msec). Also, note that the decrement

of both T, and 7] are nearly constant across the r < re region, which also agrees

with the analytical model Eq. (4).

5. DISCUSSION OF THE EFFECTS OF RECYCLING ON THE PER-

FORMANCE DETERIORATION

It is well-known that a strong inward impurity flux (e.g., Carbon blooins) can

destroy the normal plasma performance [6]. Through intensive wall condition-

ing before a supershot experiment and accurate alignment of the limiter tiles, the

blooIn event has been suppressed in normal TFTR operation, ttowever, a milder

increase in the recycling rate (inferred from the edge Cu and H_, emissivity mea-

surements) is often observed in TFTR NB] heated supershots, especially in larger

major radius plasmas. Correlations between high maximum performance and low

edge recycling rate has also been observed [34].

Figure 33 shows three sequential discharges from a major radius scan experi-

ment. The C1i and Ho data are normalized to their pre-beam values. No coherent

MHD modes are observed in these three discharges, except for the fishbone type

modes in the two smaller major radius plasmas. As can be seen, the neutron yield

deterioration increases as the plasma major radius is increased from R = 2.45 m

to R = 2.59 m. The C_I and H_ emissivities are continuously increasing, corre-

sponding to the larger deterioration in the plasnlas with larger major radius.

To describe this phenomenon, a "recycling parameter" is introduced:

+ Ho(tO) ' (is)h'= C l(to) t t

where _5Czl-- Cll(t) - Cll(to), and ()t denotes the time average of the argument.

In the following analysis, to is chosen to be ,,_3.4 sec which is about 50 ms before

the peak neutron yield time for most discharges. The time window for the averag-
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ing is fl'om 3.4 sec to 3.9 sec. (Tile beam duration is from 3 to 4 sec.) T' "nerelore,

the parameter K is a, met, sure of the time averaged, relative change in the sum

, of (.",arbon and I I_ emissivities. Generally speaking, in the non-dete,'io,'ated dis-

cllarges, such as the discha,'ges shown in Fig. 1, ttle 6CIt/CI_ term in Eq.(18) is

. negative and _5II_/tI¢, term is positive. They tend to cancel eacll other and give

K ,-, 0. In larger radius plaslnas, both terms become positive and make K > 0, as

(:all be seen from Fig. 33.

Figure 3,i plots tile data from the major radius scan experiment. It is clearly

seen that the ,'ecycling parameter K tends to increase as the major radius increases.

Also, a good correlation can be seen betweell tile parameter I_"and tlle deterioration

ill the neutron yield. A large,' database for the 1_ = '2.60 m plasmas is l)lotted in

Fig. 3.5. Tile dominant. MIlD mode involved in these discharges is also shown in

tile graph. For large MIID activity cases (m/n = 9/1 and most 3/2 modes), the

correlation between (5S,, /,_g',,and K is poor, which seems to indicate that in these

cases the MHD is tlle major mechanism for the performance deterioration. On

the otller lland, wllen the MIlD is weak, a good correlation is observed between

the dro I) in the neutroll yield and the increase in tile recycling. In tile case when

we have both MIlD axld large K, it is not clear whicll mechanism dominates the

deterioration process. Tile correlation between the increase of the recycling rate

a IId tlle l)erformailce decay has also been observed in the NBI l)lus ICF(F (ion

cyclotron range frequency) ]mating experiments wlmre a large radiation rise often

follows the ill.jectioll of tile 1C,I(F powe," during tilt'. NBI phase [35].

1 lie preceding paragral:)h gave a phellomenological description of the i)ossible

correlation between tile variation of recycling ,'ate and l)erfo,'mailce deterioratio,l.

It is not ch:'ar how tile edge recycling rate affects the i)laszna i)erformailce. A

t'ew possibilities are as t'ollows. The increases in Ix' correspoIid to: (a) Increasillg

tile l)lasilla coherent l_Itll) activity. One extreme exa_nple is tlle minor disruption

induced low (m, Tz)Mill), which is often observed in SUl)ershots; (b) Iilcreasing the

(.'dgc density allcl tllerefore, decreasing tile beanl penetration. It has I)(;ezl observed

[36] that the maximum supersl_ot performance (neutron yield, for exan_ple) closely

. tort(elates with the I)(.'alll fueling profile, paraineterized 1)y a ratio of electron density

peakedness axl(l the line integrated density. (c) Increasing tile plasma allomalous

. l.rallsporl, due to cl_anges of the iml)urity cow,tent. A Inore detailed study of the
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recycling effects is beyond the scope of this paper.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A strong correlation between the development of low (m, n) MHD and perfof

mance deterioration has been observed in TFTR supersltots. Detailed shot-to-shot

comparison and statistical data analysis using the 1992 TFTR database shows tllat

in the high performance supershot regime with P,_ > 10 MW and rE/r L > 1.5, the

l,robability of having tim rn/n - 3/2 and 4/3 mode MIII) is about 30% in R -" 2.45

m supershots. The MHD correlated performance deterioration depends upon the

aml)litude of the mode (or tlle island width). A deterioration up to ,-_30% in total

D-D fusion neutron yield and -,, 15% on the stored energy has been observed when

the island width is about w/a __ 0.12 (or w ,-, 9- 10 cm). A stronger deterioration

has also been observed for the m/n = 2/1 mode case, in R ,,o 2.60 m plasmas,

where a --_ 60% drop in neutron yield and ,_ 30% drop in stored energy correlated

with the developnaent of a w/a _., 0.30 island. The distinct feature of the island

induced plasma profile evolution is that, following the slow growth of the mode am-

plitude, the profile (n,, T, and _/]) inside the r < r_ region decays almost uniformly,

while the profile outside tile r > r_ region remains relatively unchanged. Magnetic

island-type structures have been observed around the mode rational surfaces for

strong 2/1, 3/2 and 4/3 modes. The m/n-l/1 fishbone-type mode, wlaich is the

most often observed MIlD in the high quality supershots, does not usually cause

a decay of the plasma parameters in R = 2.45 m I)lasmas. However, it terminates

the rising phase of central _/'_ and seems to correlate with the saturation of tlle

plasma performance of the supershots. Strong MilD-induced fusion product losses

llave also been observed. These results show that the low (re, n) coherent MIlD

can have a strong impact on the plasma performance when the other destructive

events (like major or minor disruptions, blooms, etc.) are avoided.

The island-induced global energy deterioration has been modeled assuming an

enhanced transport region around the mode rational surface without invoking (a)

enhancements in local transport elsewhere or (b) transport of beam ions by Mill).

Good agreement wittl the experimental measurements has been observed using

both an analytical model and numerical simulations.

In supershots with larger plasnaa major radius (R "_ 2.52 m and R _ 2,60 m)
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tlle probability of the coherent MtlD events becomes much smaller, The non-MHD

correlated performance deterioration in the larger size plasmas correlates with a

' continuous increase of the recycling rate when the plasma reaches its maximum

performance, but the corresponding physical mechanism is not clear.
e
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. APPENDIX A:

In a cylindrical one-fluid plasma, the equilibrium energy balance equation Q =

' _7. q = -_7. nxVT, call be written as:

d dT

rdrrnX-_r = Q(r), (A.1)

where Q is the total heating power density, X is the effective heat diffusivity in-

cluding energy convection processes. Assuming that the profiles of n(r), x(r) and

Q(r) are given, we can integrate Eq. (A.1) to obtain

£dT 1 Qrdr. (A.2)
dr rn X

Integrating this equation once more and assuming zero edge temperature, we have

T( ) = o (h.a)
rnx

This result indicates tllat wlmn a large heat transport region is introduced locally

around the mode rational surface ra with width w, the temperature profile outside

the "island" r > (rs + w/2) will not be affected. The temperature profile inside

the mode rational surface can be written as

= + ,+_o/2 _ Qrdr

(r_r+.,,lr.Qrd,.
Jr,-_12 } rn'"_ Jo\Jr

(l)Z.= 7'°(r)-w _ _ qrdr + O(w2/a21, (A.d)

where T°(r) is tlle temperature profile before introducing the island. By using

Eq. (A.2), one obtains the difference in the temperature profile iHduced by the

island,

67' = T°(r)- T(r)

_ (d o)
- -\--_rj w+O(w2/a2), forr<(r_-w/2). (A.5)

This result shows that to the first order in w/a << 1, the drop of the core tern-

• perature inside tlle island is uniform. It only depends on the local temperature

gradient at the mode rational surface.
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In this calculation the magnetic island effect on particle transport has been

neglect_ed. Physically, the magnetic reconnection should also effectively enhance

the particle transport just as it does the heat transport discussed above. If one

assumes that the X and D do not depend on plasmt density or temperature,

one can prove using the same approach described above that consideration of the

particle transport will make the temperature drop [Eq. (A.5)] nonuniform, i.e.,

_T(r ,,_ O) < _T(r <_rs). This effect can be seen in the numerical simulation (see

Fig. 30).
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APPENDIX B: Derivation of the fast ion slowing down

time

Using the formula provided in Ref. [32], we can calculate the energy loss of the

fast beam ions to the background elections and ions:

dE: dE: dEll= -- + _ . (B.1)
dt dt i

Here,

dE: I = --V]E/iE:dt i

Lmi ne %e

and

dE] ,,_ 2E__..] for x :/_ << 1, (B.3)
dt - rs_

where x_/z =_E_/Ez, ¢(x) = (2/Vq) f_ dtv_e -t, Ec _- 19T_(keV) is the critical

energy and _'s_is the fast ion slowing down time for collisions with electrons

3 T2/:3memfv e

Ts_= 16V/._n_e4 In A c< _'n_ (B.4)

Substituting Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) into Eq. (n.1), we have (taking mf = mi)

dE] dt
= --- (B.5)

2E/[1 + (¢ - ¢')(niln_)(EclEf)31 _] rs_'

We assume that a fast beam ion is considered thermalized when its energy E]

equals to 3T_/2. Integrating Eq. (B.5), we obtain the fast beam ion slowing down

time:

_': __T._ T,/2 2E'--'_1 + (¢(x :/i) - ¢'(x:/i)) -_f . (B.6)

Here, Eb is the beam injection energy. When the ion temperature is low compared

. to Eb, i.e., Eb/Ti >> 1, Eq. (B.6) reduces to the familiar formula [37]

r_ [I +. T] -- _ In (Eb/Ec)3/2]. (B.7)
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Figure 1: Comparison of (a) total neutron yield Sn, (b) total stored energy Wto,

(measured from a magnetic system) and (c) energy confinement time rE, for three

supershots with similar target plasma and known setup conditions. Here, rE --

, Wto,/(P_,,-dWtot/dt), P_,, is the total input power. The TE values before the neutral

beam and around the beam turning on and off phases are suppressed. (d) The

• coherent MHD modes developed in the two discharges exhibiting a performance

deterioration. A fishbone-type bursting MIlD mode [not shown in (d)] starting at

,-_3.35 sec (see Fig. 19) is seen in the discharge without performance deterioration

(the solid curves without symbols).
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Figure 2' More comparisons of the three discharges shown in Fig. 1. The bottom

three figures on the left illustrate the similarity of the plasma wall conditioning in

the NBI phase. The figures on the right display the differences in the performance

correlated with different MHD activities,
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Figure 3: Time correlation between the development of the m/n = 3/2 mode

and the performance deterioration. Note that when the mode starts later, the

deterioration also happens later. A similar discharge without the 3/2 mode is also

shown as a reference. Again, tile wall conditioning is almost identical for these

discharges.
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Figure 4: Similar shot-to-shot comparisons as Fig. 3. A close time correlation can

be seen between the appearance of the m/n = 4/3 mode and the performance
deterioration,
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Figure 5: Comparison of two discharges with major radius R _ 2.60 m. A large

deterioration is seen in the discharge having a strong m/n = 2/1 mode,
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Figure 6: Statistical data analysis of 148 supershot discharges with R = 2,45 m.

The neutron yield deterioration parameter 6S./S,_ is defined in Eq. (1), The

diffcrent symbols denote different dominant MHD modes detected from the Mirnov

and ECE diagnostics at around the peak neutron yield time,
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• Figure 7: The neutron yield deterioration 6S./S,_ versus the neutral beam power.

Note that there is no systematic dependenceof the MHD activity on the neutral
beam power.
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Figure 8: Relation between the neutron yield deterioration and energy deteriora-

tion, where the 6W/W is the relative change in plasma diamagnetic stored energy

between its peak time and the time near the end of the beam phase.
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Figure 9: The neutron yield deterioration _S./S. versus the normalized toroidal,

• fin = flt(%)a(m)BT(T)/Ip(MA) for the same database as shown in Fig. 6. Here,

fit is the volume averaged to:oidal/9 deduced from the magnetic measurement.

The appearance of the coherent MHD modes does not relate to the nearness to

the Wroyonlimit (flTrovo,,,, 2.2).
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Figure 10' Correlation between the onset of MHD (3/2 and 4/3 modes) and the

peak neutron yield time. Within the measurement error bars, the MHD always

starts around or prior to the time of peak neutron yield.
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Figure 11: Performance deterioration phenomenon in the exceptional discharge

" (68244). Note that the neutron yield starts to decrease at ,,_ 3.5 sec. No strong

coherent MHD activity was detected until ,,_ 3.75 sec. The possible candidates for

the deterioration are the slow rise of the CzI and decrease of the electron density

peakedness.
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Figure 12: MHD induced fusion product particle loss. (a) The measured loss versus

t_em,_ for a subset of similar discharges from Fig. ? with 3/2 or 4/3 MHD modes,

where Bem.n is the dominant MHD mode amplitude measured at the edge. The

measurement is taken at ,-_ 0.T sec after the NBI. (b) Time correlation analysis

for two discharges with either a dominant 3/2 mode or 4/3 mode. The data is

taken at every 80 ms from the starting of the mode until the end of the NBI.

Both analyses suggest a strong depletion of the fusion product population when

the MHD amplitude exceeds 0.1 Gauss.
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Figure 13: Statistical data analysis of the neutron yield deterioration for the/i_ "_

2.52 m plasmas.
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Figure 14: Statistical data analysis of the neutron yield deterioration for the R "_

2.60 m plasmas. Here, the "weak MHD" represents the situation in the MHD

analysis around the peak neutron yield time- there are no strong coherent modes

detected from Mirnov system, but some internal mode structures may be seen on

the ECE diagnostic.
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Figure 15: The 7',(R) evolution and mode structure of a discharge with arl m/n =

2/1 mode measured by the ECE grating polychromator diagnostic. The mode

starts at ,_ 3.4 sec. A significant drop in 7_ is observed in the core inside the mode

rational surface (island region). Not much change is observed outside the mode

rational surface. The island structure can be seen from the two T, profiles crossing

the O and X points of the island. The T, profile outside 325 cm is from the ECE

Michelson interferometer diagnostic [13].
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Figure 16: The 2-D Te contour plot of tile 2/1 temperature island from a discharge

similar to Fig. 15.
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mode (c)

3/1 mode

a.U. -_

0 10 20 30 40 50

kHz

, Figure 17' '_Pileeffects of all rain = 3/2 MIlD mode on the evolution of plasina

profiles. (a) The Te profiles at three different stages of the mode evolution high-

lighted on the Be frequency spectrum in (c). The island structure (fiat spot) can be

identified from the T,(R) around the mode rational surface. (b) The temperature

fluctuations at the four different times. The center of the outer-most magnetic

flux surface is at 2.45 m. An m/n = 3/1 kink-like mode is also detected in this

discharge.
, 47
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Figure 18: Time evolution of the T, at different radii for the same discharge as

shown in Fig. 17. The effect of the 3/2 mode "propagates" to the plasma center in

< 50 msec. Then, a slow decay of the T, profile inside the mode rational surface

followed in ,,_ 300 msec correlated with the slow rising of the 3/2 mode shown

on the lower plot. The mode frequency does not change much during the whole

evolution.
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Figure 19: Similar data analysis as Fig. 17. In this discharge the dominant MHD

mode dctected is an m/n = 4/3 mode started at ,,, 3.5 sec. A "fiat spot" can be

almost seen on T,(R). A fishboae-type MHD activity is observed before the 4/3
mode.
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Figure 22' Elrect of tile fishbone-type MHD mode on the central electroll temper-

ature evolution. After the onset of the mode in (b), tile central _/_ (a) exhibits a

departure from its increasing phase and sawtooth like oscillations afterw_trd. The

fusion product loss also shows the corresponding bursts with ,-, 10 - 20% enhance-

ment for each fishbone burst. In contrast, the electron density does not seem to

be atTected by the fishbone-type mode.
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perturbation
theory

° /
experiment

Figure 24: Illustration of the pressure profile change from perturbative tearing

mode theory. Only a small amount of free energy is involved in the analysis, i.e.,

_SW/W o_ w4/a 4. On the other hand, the experimental measurement shows that

the whole pressure inside the mode rational surface profile decreases after the onset

of the island on the transport time scale. Therefore, the deterioration of energy is

6W/l,V_xw/a.
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Figure 25: The energy deterioration coefficient f(r_) given by Eq. (6). For most

of the 3/2 and 4/3 modes observed in supershot plasmas, this factor is >_ 1.
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Figure 26: (a) Comparison of the theoretical model in Eq. (5) with the experiment

(same data as shown in Fig. 6). To extend the parameter regime, the 2/1 mode

data from the R __ 2.60 m discharges are included. The calculated island width is

shown in (b). .,
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Figure 27" The TI{ANSP code calculated beam fueling rates, fz/ is the total

fueling r_te which includes the nlain ionization and charge-exch_mge processes in

• the beam heated plasma, fi,_o,,i..a_io,_is the total beam ionization rate. Note that in

this discharge (66869) there is a strong 3/'2 mode that developed after ,-_ a.a sec

(see Fig. 1). No changes, however in the beam fueling rates can be seen.
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Figure 28: (a) The beam fueling sources used in the four-parameter simulation,

where fll is the total fueling rate (charge-exchange plus ionization) and izil°'_izati°'_

is the ionization part. (b) The modeled "magnetic island" effect on the effective

electron heat diffusivity X, (and Xi, De as well). An enhanced transport region

around the mode rational surface is introduced after onset of the island.
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Figure 29: Simulation results. (a) The evolution of the simulated neutron rate in

the NBI phase. The curves with solid dots are the simulation without turning on

the island model. The curves with open dots are the results with the island model

on from 0.4 sec after the beam. (b) Simulated evolution of the total stored energy

and confinement time.
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Figure 30: Time evolution of the simulated plasma profiles after onset of tile island.
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. Figure 31: Simulated neutron yield evolution from the TRANSP code. The non-

deteriorated curves correspond to the simulation without the island. When the

, island model is on during 3.55- 3.85 sec, an ,-_25% deterioration is observed in

the total neutron yield. Changes in the three components are indicated by the

curves labeled with the symbols B-T for beam-target, B-Bfor beam-beam and T-T

for target-target or thermal part.
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Figure 32: Time evolution of the TRANSP calculated (a) Te and (b) Ti profiles

after the onset of tile island modesl, Tile time relative to tile onset of the island

is shown in the parenthesis. The 7_ evolution is very similar to the measurement

shown in Fig. 17. A larger decrease in the central Ti than the T_ is observed, which

is expected from the theory [see Eq. (4)] due to the larger ion temperature gradient

around the mode rational surface,
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' Figure 33' Comparison of three supershot discharges fi'om a major radius scaxl

experiment. They }lave tile same neutral beam power, plasma currex_t, target

density, etc. The Carbon II and Ho data have been normalized to their values

before the beam.
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Figure 34: Correlation betweea the aeutron deterioration and the "recycliag pa-

rameter" K defined ia Eq, (18) for a major radius scan experiment, No strong

coherent m > 2 modes are observed ia these discharges.
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Figure 35: Similar statistical data analysis as Fig, 34 for a subset of R " 2,60

, m plasmas from tile database used in Fig, 14, Tile straight liae suggests the

correlation tendency between tile neutron yield deterioration and tile recycling

parameter h" for the weak MHD discharges,
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